Clinical implications of unstable DNA repeat sequences.
In this article we review the clinical and genetic features characteristic of a number of diseases recently explained by a novel genetic mechanism: unstable segments of the genome containing trinucleotide repeat sequences. Disorders identified to date are mostly progressive, and display unusual inheritance patterns such as anticipation. Anticipation is manifested as an earlier age at onset or a more severe phenotype in later generations of a family, and can be correlated to an increased repeat expansion size. Thus in later generations the disease onset can take place in childhood whereas affected individuals in earlier generations had only adult symptoms. Paediatric cases of typically adult disorders have been shown to be caused by exceptionally long repeat sequences. Anticipation has been observed in a number of disorders not yet identified at the molecular level. Such disorders could be caused by repeat expansions, and are presently subject to intense research efforts. If repeat sequence expansions are related to these disorders, the longest expansions should be seen in the childhood cases, making these the optimal cases to study. Various DNA-based methods have been developed for the detection of these mutations, making possible preclinical and prenatal diagnostics as well as detection of novel expansions.